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We hope you enjoy this issue of the 635Post with 
its special focus on the common experiences shared 
by generations of men at 635 North 16th Street.

Phoenix, Redux
By Richard Holman, Class of 1969 

The owner of the landmark Seagram Building in New 
York recently sparked an international squabble by 
proposing to remove a 95-year-old piece of artwork by 
Pablo Picasso from the tony Four Seasons. The19-by-20-
foot stage curtain, “Le Tricorne,” had hung in the Park 
Avenue restaurant since it opened in 1959. Following 
a legal fight, the painting came down this year, to allow 
repair of a leaking steam pipe in the wall behind it, and 
a contemplated modernization. Opponents had said 
the piece was too fragile to move, but it was cleaned 
and restored and found a new home safeguarded in 
the New-York Historical Society.

“Having a good home really is the happy ending,”  
a New York Landmarks Conservancy officer told the 
New York Times.

And having a good home is what has always been 
meaningful to Brothers in the SAE Lambda Pi Chapter 
House at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. But just 
as Picasso’s work, painted for Paris’s Ballets Russes in 
1919, became ever so tired, so too has the house at 
635 North 16th Street, built in 1928.

When I arrived at the house in 1964, it was still 
elegant. The downstairs main floor was club-like with 
its drapes, carved fireplace-mantel, and huge brown 

leather sofa set in the living room. A then-state-of- 
the-art record player and speakers blared Beatles 
songs for brothers winding down from dates and 
seriously wet parties (Paddy Murphy, togas, keggers). 
The Card Room provided a fine excuse to avoid 
studying for hours, and upper-classmen taught us to  
play euchre and bridge, building bragging-rights 
expertise in all its elaborate conventions. The Tube 
Room easily lured us, especially with TV’s original  
Star Trek series.

But upstairs was another matter. The rooms were 
small and eclectically furnished, without beds. One 
of my pledge brothers painted his room’s walls black, 
perversely disadvantageous to all-nighters needed to 
cram for exams. But as another brother always said, 
Eeyore-like, “When you can sleep, you’d better  
sleep, cuz you don’t know when you can sleep again”; 
he has since joined Chapter Eternal. Sleep And Eat, 
indeed. When we were awake, smoking was not only 
allowed but also viewed as debonair behavior. 



The worst duty for pledges and the best privilege for active members were 
in the open-air dorms, jammed with metal bunk beds. The windows on three 
sides in this back wing were permanently wide open, in every season, and for 
those brothers with bunks near them, it wasn’t unusual to have light coverings 
of snow on the blankets. Pledges served as the chapter’s version of hotel 
wake-up calls, and woe to the prospective member who was late to shake his 
assigned (resistant) active member out of slumber. And how did we all manage 
to be aromatically presentable with a full house in residence but only one 
small bathroom with two stools and two showerheads on each floor?

The close quarters, though unintentionally, contributed to bonding among 
the brothers. We had no cliques, and the brothers in my years at the house, 
defying logic, all respected one another. Typically, every evening, several 
brothers were packed into someone’s room for a long bull session, learning 
life stories and quirks, preferences and habits, and opinions about women, 
politics, rock’n’roll and red beer. Nicknames were coined, usually based on 
peculiar personalities. We interrupted enforced study hours each evening to 
clamber downstairs when the yell from the lobby echoed up to us, “Goody 
man!” announcing the arrival of the “roach coach” street vendor who 
dispensed snacks. Upper-classmen taught us about loyalty and how to 
deserve it, about honor and integrity (see the True Gentleman), and about 
living well with others not just our families (even arcane skills such as how 
to use Robert’s Rules of Order to get an affirmative result when voting “no” 
in the chapter’s Monday night business meetings). To our Little Sisters of 
Minerva, we were unfailingly charming and mannerly (a life lesson in white 
lies to mask masculine instincts). 

We were mentors, setting examples for our pledge sons (exceptions forgiven). 
We were commanded to dress well, wearing coats and ties for dinner each 
night, and our housemother imparted social skills for the raw and untrained. 
Off the austere dining room, the cook, Shirley, who was only the second 
black person that this McCook native had ever seen, won our affection and 
accepted our jocular ribbing. Yes, parts of the house might have been shabby, 
but this was our house and we were comfy.

Then came the sea change. In effect, all the old and outmoded artwork came 
down. When Lambda Pi brothers returned to the house for the 1968-69 
academic year, it had been renovated. It was fresh, it smelled good, and it 
had more bathrooms. Each room had its own alluring beds. Gone were the 
open-air dorms and the back parking lot where late-night crashes of beer 
bottles had interrupted dreams. As the chapter’s Eminent Archon, I got the 

“corner suite,” the southeast end of the second floor facing 16th Street. But 
all the rooms were egalitarian, with modern furnishings and useful study 
spaces—attractive, comfortable, and appealing to every pledge, active and 
prospective member.
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Dusk at 635

The hearth of our home

Today at 635
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You can read more 
about the campaign 
on page 8 and visit 
WWW.SAE635.ORG  

for details.

Well, that was new 46 years ago. That’s when my Pontiac GTO (now a 
defunct nameplate) was date-bait. That was before personal computers, 
before the Internet and email, before cell phones, before the BetaMax and 
the Walkman came and went, before rap music and before now already 
passé compact disks, before cable news and now obsolete VCRs, before the 
end of the Cold War. Forty-six years is older than today’s middle-aged 
children of the brothers who lived then in Lambda Pi. Our 1960s artwork of 
an SAE home has served hundreds and hundreds in the brotherhood well 
through the decades but once again has lost its sheen. What now?

The Lambda Pi House Corporation and committed alumni have launched a 
sound stewardship project. They have secured Historic Landmark status for 
the chapter house and launched a $2 million capital campaign—half each 
for renovation and historic preservation—that allows 100% tax-deductibility 
for alumni gifts to it. Once the money is raised, renovation could be 
accomplished by 2017.

This will make Lambda Pi competitive with other Greek houses at UNL that 
have already completed revamps. Moreover, the SAE project addresses 
structural aspects, including electrical, plumbing, air conditioning, heating, 
and fire safety needs to meet code regulations, and cosmetic features, all 
while maintaining the house’s ambience and architectural traditions. 
Independent living spaces will still house two or three men, supporting  
their studies, learning, and social interaction. So, Brothers, it’s time to pony 
up. Throw some of your money at this project. Now, please.

In his formative years in college, where an SAE brother lives is important; 
it’s a seminal part of who he becomes, and the fraternity experience in 
college learning is unparalleled. This is what the Lambda Pi project will 
sustain—safeguarding a good home for future generations in the bonds. 

Editor’s Note: Dick Holman is a New Yorker with a distinction: He is also an Admiral  
in the Great Navy of the State of Nebraska — a whimsical honorific, bestowed by the  
governor (the honorable J. James Exon in 1977) — so all salute and extend a Phi Alpha!

WWW.SAE635.ORG

Dick Holman, Class of 1969
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Did You Know?

Did you know that more than 2,000 SAE brothers have lived in the house at 635 North 16th 
Street since its doors opened in 1928?

Did you know that brother Matt Wallace was President of the ASUN (student body) in  
1983-1984 and after graduating toured with the famed trumpeter Maynard Ferguson and  
his band as lead sax player.

Did you know that in 1944 or early 1945, 340 UNL men were called to activation in WWII 
and that brother Charles T. Brown was among the first 35 men activated with the UN Army 
Enlisted Reserve Corps.

Did you know that at the May 1964 Ivy Day program, the men of SAE sang “Hospodi Pumilui”.

Did you know that brother Jack Campbell, initiated 1947, performed with the Kosmet Club 
during his days at UNL and did so alongside a very shy Fiji member by the name of John 
Carson (as in Heeere’s Johnny)!

Why University Approved Housing Matters
University approved housing status, as it has for 
decades and decades, is what allows every fraternity 
to pledge freshmen and permits them to live in the 
house. This status directly impacts rushing, bidding 
and initiation of new brothers, which is our life-blood  
as an organization. Retaining this status is dependent 
on the renovation of the chapter house. The Lambda 
Pi chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon has been an  
active part of the Greek community at UNL for 121  
years and our home is an important part of that 
experience. Without a renovated facility and without 
student-housing status, it becomes impossible for  
a fraternity of our size and with a house capacity of 
about 80 men to maintain and retain the physical 
plant. Unfortunately in this scenario, more often 
then not, fraternity chapters have closed because 
memberships dwindled. Sigma Alpha Mu closed and 
their house was demolished. The Sigma Nu house was 

condemned a year ago and they are not permitted to 
use or move back into it until all aspects of the facility 
are repaired and brought to code. 

The Members of these other fraternities are fellow 
Greeks and the loss of any fraternity on the UNL 
campus is a loss to us all. This is why meeting the 
2017 timeline and raising the funds for the renovation 
of 635 is so crucial over the next 12 months. Our 
home has served us all very well for the past 86 years, 
this house is our legacy and today we look to the 
active brothers and alumni of every generation for a 
renewed commitment to ensure its future.
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 Our new brothers

Sunrise initiation, 2014

Our New Brothers
Early Saturday morning, August 23, 2014, as the sun came up over east 
Lincoln, nearly 70 active brothers, along with 35 young men who had bid  
for membership during the summer, quietly arrived for a sunrise initiation 
service at the home of Mike (E.I.) McDonald, ‘84, and his wife Janet. Under 
the leadership of Tommy Olson, Class of 2016 and Fraternity Educator, and 
several other members of the executive team, these new recruits became 
some of the first new brothers initiated by SAE under the new education 
model that eliminates the pledging process. Today, these men are learning 
the value and importance of SAE in their lives, the responsibilities of 
membership and, at the core, the importance of the True Gentleman in 
the daily life of an SAE. Among this new group we are proud to have nine 
legacies joining another 20 already in the active chapter and representing 
brothers and families that go as many as four generations back in our 
Lambda Pi history. Together, we are confident these newest brothers will 
honor the past and set the stage for our future.

Clark Landers, ‘83, places the badge on his  
son David, ‘18.

For a listing of all 
new members visit 
WWW.SAE635.ORG 
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IN MEMORIUM

The lights at 635 burn in memory of Daniel Carr

Living On at 635 
By Bill Barna, Class of 1984

The 635 Campaign inspired us to re-strengthen memories 
of men honored in the house; Brothers in the Bonds like 
Daniel Carr, Mike Wallin and Dave Pfeifer. All lived 
short lives but left long-lasting memories on those proud 
to have called them a friend and a brother.

We remember the life of Daniel Lee Carr, a brother  
who made the ultimate sacrifice for his country. In 
subsequent issues, we will share more about the ways  
Mike Wallin and Dave Pfeifer touched lives at 635. 

Many know the lights outside the house burn in memory 
of Daniel Carr. As time passes, though, the number of 
people who knew and remember the person behind the 
memorial dwindles. Daniel “Boone” Carr (Dan or Danny 
to his brothers) was a pledge in 1962. Younger brother of 
SAE Dean Carr ’63, Danny hailed from North Platte, 
Nebraska. Danny served in the Army ROTC during his 
college years. During the Vietnam War, as a private first 
class, he was a member of the 101st Airborne Division 
and the Infantry (11B). On September 10, 1968, Dan Carr 
was killed in action by an explosive in Thua Thien,  
South Vietnam. Dan was 25 years old. Honored with 
several Medals of Honor for his service and sacrifice, 
Daniel Lee Carr was buried in North Platte. Several carloads 
of his Lambda Pi brothers attended the funeral. His name 
appears on the Wall at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in 
Washington, D.C. 

To brothers who lived and laughed with him at 635, Danny 
was and is a source of pride for his courage and service.  
His passion and the sacrifice he made for his country brings 
tears to the eyes of contemporaries like Ken Anderson 
‘66, Van Korell ‘67, Bruce Shalberg ‘65, George Green 
‘66 and Bill Duckworth ‘66 nearly 50 years after the fact. 
Steve Brown ‘68 remembers Danny Carr fondly as a 
proud active who demanded much of pledges. His style 
was dogged but resulted in no hard feelings. Danny was one 
of two actives voted by the pledges to accompany them 
on their pledge class sneak to the University of Oklahoma. 
As per tradition, the pledges escorted Danny from the bus 
and left him alone in parts unknown in Kansas. Undaunted, 
Danny returned home the next day with no payback in 
mind. Steve summarized his memories of Danny’s passion 
this way; “if you earned your place in SAE, you weren’t just  
a brother to Danny, you were a brother for life.”
 
Van Korell ‘67 remembers a lighter side of Danny and a 
classic Danny moment. Van was Danny’s roommate along 
with John O’Hanlon ‘68. One day, Danny brought an 
iguana he purchased from a pet store back to the room. 
The iguana proved to be a quiet roommate. It sat as still 
as a statue for weeks and ignored all of Danny’s attempts 
to interact with it. Concerned, Carr took his new pet to 
a veterinarian. The Vet examined the iguana and offered 
surprising news. Turns out, the owner of the pet store 
didn’t sell Danny an iguana, he sold him a dead iguana.  

The pedestals and lions being intalled in 1965



Danny’s contribution to 635, according to 
Ken Anderson, includes two hallmarks 
of SAE tradition. In the fall of 1965, 
Danny and George Green ‘66 arrived 
at the house after a summer of working 
on the East Coast. Two concrete and very 
heavy lions were in the back seat of their 
car. Soon two concrete pedestals were 
built and placed on either side of the 
path to the front door. The lions were 
anchored in for safety and remained for 
years. Today, a newer, yet similar pair of 
lions sit in the same spot.

George Green wrote of his memories meeting Danny on the final night 
of rush in 1962. Danny would become an important part of George’s 
college years. The two were roommates during the 1964-1965 school 
year and spent the following summer “seeing some of the world.” The 
pair drove to Burlington, Vermont, in George’s ’62 Chevy and took 
jobs with a construction company traveling around Vermont and New 
Hampshire building farm silos. George confirms he and Danny were 
responsible for bringing our signature lions back from their trip in 
1965. He closed his memory of his brother with these words. “I think 
about Danny often and that sad day in the cemetery at North Platte.  
He lives on in my memory and, I hope, in the memories of all of his  
SAE Brothers.”

Van Korell echoed the sentiments of George in his final thoughts about 
Daniel Lee Carr. He said, ”Danny was not only a close brother to me, 
but we all owe him a debt of gratitude for serving America and keeping 
alive the freedom we all enjoy today. He was a True Gentleman in every 
sense of the word and I still miss him.”

The SAE 635 Campaign offers you the chance to pay tribute and immortalize a 
brother who inspired you. Naming opportunities are available. To learn more 
please contact us at info@SAE635.
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Danny looking for his candy bar

Daniel L. Carr

“It is not the length of life, but the depth of life.” 
— Ralph Waldo Emerson

Do you have a 
story, photos or 
a perspective to 
share from your 
SAE experience?

Write us at  
www.SAE635.org or 
contact us by mail 
at 3900 Old Chaney 
Road, Suite 201-297, 
Lincoln, NE 68516
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EVENTS

Homecoming 2014, Our Winning Season 
The doors opened at 3:30 p.m. and for the next four 
hours, brothers, family and friends of every generation 
once again filled our home with SAE spirit, and one 
and all were ready to cheer on the Huskers. The stories 
poured out. Brothers from generations dating back into 
the 1940s to our most recent grads, reminisced about 
their days at 635 North 16th Street. The highlight of 
the afternoon was the third place finish (although all 
agreed they should have placed first) of the SAE float—
as it was a first class effort with every detail covered. 
Special thanks goes to senior Brother Justin Peet, who 
organized the event! Finishing the evening with a win 
over the Fighting Illini reminded us all—there is no 
place like Nebraska!

Founders Day 2015  
Friday, March 6th

Be on the lookout for your formal invitation to 
Founders Day 2015 after the first of the year. In  
the meantime, we hope you’ll make plans to join  
us Friday evening, March 6th to celebrate the 
159th anniversary of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. We also 
encourage you to bring along sons, grandsons, 
brothers, nephews and cousins that you may want  
to introduce to the SAE experience. Rushing rules  
at UNL have changed and now permit these types of 
events to include rushees. Over the past two years,  
we have hosted many of these young men and 
several of those in attendance are now Brothers in 
the Bonds. The evening will include a cash bar,  
heavy appetizers and more. 

Yard display, 2014

Founders Day banquet, 1921
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HOUSE CORPORATION

House Corporation Report
Scott Tollefsen, Class of 1995

Our grand Tudor home has stood proudly on the 
corner of 16th and ‘U’ Streets for 86 years. During 
that time, many men have served on the House 
Corporation Board—all with the mission of ensuring 
the best possible living and learning environment  
for our brothers. 

As president of the board for the past 15 years, 
I’ve witnessed firsthand the opportunities we have 
with such a well-constructed home, the vision our 
brothers had for the addition and renovation in 
1968, and the opportunities and challenges of an 
aging, yet graceful facility. 

I’m proud of our young brothers today. While they 
may not live in the brand new facility that Dick 
Holman described in 1968, they do take care and 
concern to see that our home is maintained as  
best they can, given the challenges of a house that 
has not had a major renovation in more than 46 
years. Of course, the fact that so many years have 
passed is a testament to the care every generation  
has contributed!

Earlier this fall, when the air-conditioning system 
finally took its last breath, it was hot and humid in 
the halls of 635. However, our active brothers made 
the best of it, understanding that as we worked to 
identify solutions, manage budgets and ensure that 
the system selected can be fully integrated as part 
of the renovation, they too had to carry a bit of the 
burden. We are proud to say that they took on the 
challenge with very little complaint and a lot of 
common sense and maturity. 

Today the active chapter membership is very sound. 
They are responsive, enthusiastic and involved in 
every aspect of campus life and we are proud to call 
these men our brothers.

As other fraternities and sororities have completed 
renovation projects, we push forward in our efforts  
to reach fundraising goals and embark on a 
renovation plan that returns our home to full 
grandeur. This renovation will position us once again 
as the “premier” Greek House on the UNL campus, 
and ensures we retain our status as university 
approved housing.

In many respects we are lucky, lucky that generation 
after generation has cared for our home in a way 
that even today, one can step back and see the 
beauty of this special place. We’ve even been told 
by representatives of the Historical Society that 
our house is the best representation in terms of 
architectural detail of any Greek house on campus. 
Maintaining a home of this size and the demands 
placed on it each day is not easy, but it’s the 
generations of men that came before us, and those 
that we hope will come after us, that drive and 
motivate each member of our House Corporation 
Board today. We often step back and think about the 
fact that since 1928 more than 2,000 brothers have 
lived in the house at 635. Together we have roamed 
the halls, gathered in the living room, enjoyed 
meals in the dining room and guided our future in 
the Chapter Room. We have laughed together, cried 
together and made memories together!

We hope that as we continue to host events like 
Homecoming and Founders Day that more and more 
of you will come home so all of our generations can 
be together. 

We thank each and every brother who has supported 
the 635 Campaign thus far for your contribution, 
enthusiasm and commitment and hope others will 
consider doing the same as we move forward together. 
Phi Alpha!

WWW.SAE635.ORG
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Each day, each week, each month we are making progress. At the time this newsletter 
was written, 63 brothers had contributed over $450,000 toward the goal of  $2 million. 

We continue to seek major gifts and have begun the initial implementation of the 
class captain program, seeking support from pledge brothers, former roommates and 
others. To ultimately achieve the goal, we continue to need gifts of $5,000 or more, 
but all gifts and all support are greatly appreciated! Contributions can be made as a 
single gift or as a multi-year commitment over one to three years. All gifts are 100% 
tax- deductible. 

The house at 635 North 16th has stood as our home for 86 years. To ensure we can 
maintain it as our home for many more, it is crucial we reach our fundraising goal 
over the next 12 months, ensuring the building project can be completed by 2017 and 
meet university requirements for approved student housing. 

Many of our competitors have already completed their fundraising and renovation 
projects, including Sig Ep, Beta, Fiji and Phi Psi. It is only with your support and that 
of every living brother that we can achieve these goals and retain our home. We hope 
you’ll consider joining those men already listed and help ensure our future!

Learn more about the campaign, how to make a gift and get copy of the commitment 
form at www.SAE635.org/campaign. If you have specific questions, please contact 
Mike Sophir at Mike@SAE635.org or Matt Firestone at Matt@SAE635.org.

 

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

450K

1.5  M

1.75 M

2M

1.25M

1 M

750 M

500 K

250 K

450K

2M
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A Special Gift: Donation of a Distinctive Coat of Arms
We are pleased to share that Ralph and Bonnie Rickly have donated a beautifully framed SAE  
coat of arms made of leather which dates back to sometime in the 1920s. It was given to 
Ralph Powers Rickly, a 1923 initiate of Nebraska Lambda Pi, by his then fiancée (and later his 
wife) Pauline Barber, a Chi Omega at the University of Nebraska. Ralph was from Osceola, 
Nebraska, and was born on December 29, 1903. He died on November 1, 1986. Although 
the original artist is unknown, it is a museum quality piece to be treasured. It will hang 
proudly in the new 635 Founders Library.

We continue to collect memorabilia to be featured in what will become the Founders Library (second 
living room) once the renovation is complete. If you have old photographs, trophies, plaques, etc., we 
would be pleased to have them for permanent display in the house. Questions can be directed to Matt 
Firestone at Matt@SAE635.org.

Ralph Powers 
Rickly

Those who have made campaign pledges to date: (name and date initiated)

Richard Aerts 1976

Frederic Archered 1949

Robert Bartizal 1951

Michael Berguin 1981

Matthew Bornschlegl 1993

Terrence Broekemeier 1966

Steve Brown 1965

Brent Burmood 1991

David Butler 1984

Keith Bystrom 1969

Jack Campbell 1947

Stephen Clark 1981

William Duckworth 1963

George Dudley 1948

Bernard Dudzinski 1981

Matthew Firestone 1997

Stewart Gaebler 1981

Grant Gier 1981

George Green 1963

Kenneth Green 1968

Steven Grossoehme 1981

Russell Hale 1948

Fred Hawkins 1947

Kenneth Hawkins 1973

Richard Holman 1965

William Jackman 1983

Eric Johnson 2010

Allan Kanouff 1961

David Krause 1965

Steve Kutilek 1982

Clark Landers 1980

Joel Long 1981

Stephen Lubeck 1989

Jeffrey March 1981

David McBride 1971

Michael McDonald 1981

Brad Moline 1986

Alex Moon 1995

Michael Moyer 1993

Robert Northrup 1967

Louis Olberding 1991

Philip Perry 1966

Willis Polite 1947

Matthew Roberts 1990

Andrew Romjue 1993

David Sever 1959

Harry Seward 1968

Bruce Shalberg 1963

Joseph Sherry 1993

Thomas Sonderegger 2000

Michael Sophir 1982

Brian Staudenmaier 1987

David Sundberg 1959

Ray Swanson 1963

Scott Tollefsen 1992

David Uher 1965

Chad Vyhlidal 1991

Daniel Weed 1981

Richard Weller 1951

Robert Wilburn 1963

Brian Wilcox 1989

John Williams 1980

Thomas Zimmerman 1981

635 Campaign Class Captains
As we embark on broadening the reach on the SAE635 Campaign, we are asking men to consider being class 
captains and co-captains. If you are interested or willing to consider becoming involved, we would be pleased  
to speak with you. We have built a support system, collateral and infrastructure to help guide the process,  
and to provide captains with many key resources and coaching to help foster your success. If you are interested  
to learn more, please contact Mike Sophir at Mike@SAE635.org or Matt Firestone at Matt@SAE635.org.
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The Alumni Association 
As alumni, our days living in the house at 635 N. 16th  
are some years behind us, yet many of the friendships  
and positive experiences continue to shape our lives today.  
Every generation has helped to build the chapter’s 
traditions, heritage, culture and resources, so that each 
succeeding group of undergraduate brothers is able to 
learn and grow through the fraternity. Over the years,  
the Nebraska Lambda Pi Alumni Association has served 
as the bridge between SAEs of the past and present by 
providing services that include:

• Communication with alumni regarding activities of the 
chapter and Alumni Association 

• Scholarship assistance to undergraduate brothers, 
making it possible for more men to enjoy the benefits of 
fraternity life in an environment of rising academic costs

• Programs and services to the undergraduate brothers 
such as mentor programs, retreats, career speakers  
and more

 
We hope you’ll consider supporting these efforts. Levels 
of support for the association are listed below, and all 
contributions are used strictly to support the programs 
listed. While these gifts are not tax-deductible, they are 
greatly appreciated. 

Annual levels of support:

Standard: $50
Benefactor: $75
Sustainer: $100 

To make an online contribution, visit the Alumni section  
of WWW.SAE635.ORG or make checks payable to the  
SAE Nebraska Lambda Pi Alumni Association and send to  
3900 Old Chaney Road, Ste. 201-297, Lincoln, NE 68516.

Alumni Association
3900 Old Chaney Road, Ste. 201-297
Lincoln, NE 68516

<< variable data field>>
Mr. Jack Frost
1234 Chilly Gumdrop Lane 
North Pole, WI 98765


